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to me, Stephanie, Anna 

 
 

Hi there, 
So glad we talked....Yes, the letter from Julian was shared with us but we met with Bill, 
Melissa, Karis,  Jonathan Freedman, Steve Meyler, chair and KMS BC members, Terri 
from planning board, the architects, the conservation commission, and Julian last 
week.  The FAR calculation materials are being double-checked again and the matter is 
going to come before the KMSBC on the 16th.  That said, the info Julian has cited has 
not been found to be true.  Therefore, he has a philosophical difference with the vote of 
KMSBC and SC and Karis's legal opinion, but this is not proven true by the data or an 
analysis of the legal guidance, definitions and town parameters.  I am triple checking all 
the data and coming to the board of authority--KMSBC and then, if anything changes, I 
have to go to SC and then back to fin com...but at this time, no new information, just a 
new opinion (Julian's).  I should note that Julian expressed all of this to KMSBC at a few 
meetings, but this new piece on the FAR calculation just came up in the recent 
meetings after Julian's absence from meetings for a while.  While Julian is the minority 
report, we have heard him out and I believe he has felt respected and heard.  However, 
he does not represent the opinion of the board of authority at least at this time.    I'll be 
there for both nights to help and explain.  If you have further guidance for me, as ever, I 
am grateful. 
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